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linked a Constellation that identify and

specialist in innovation and has devised this

type and gauge.

characterize the various models. In the

made-to-measure catalogue.

Vertically the models are divided combining

Universe of the Benelli range, the weapon

Always one step ahead.

Technology - Benelli's leitmotiv - with the

that best meets your own requirements is

precise requirements of the hunter. In this

now within arm's reach. This catalogue is

way, those who prefer practicality or who

also an irreplaceable guide for dealers and

are looking for stylish weapons, can find

can satisfy the need for means to provide

The illustrations, descriptions and colours in this catalogue

their shotgun immediately.

professional offers to customers.

are purely indicative.
As part of its policy of constant product improvement, Benelli
reserves the right to make any constructions or commercial
change considered necessary, with no prior warning.
All colours have been reproduced with the accuracy permitted
by printing processes.
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During years of hard work, we have built

required for defence purposes.

It means being willing to accept the risks

the largest, most articulated range of

Benelli products are available in more than

that go with the unknown. For the world of

semiautomatic shotguns available around

forty countries in the five continents. This

Benelli, it means the existence and success

the ingenious Benelli System.

widespread presence and success has been

of the relationship between the Team and

Today, for the first time, we are pleased to

built up by the Benelli team on the strength

its Customers: a relationship that began

present you with a single catalogue that

of a philosophy based on innovation and

years ago and which remains a fascinating

aims to provide an efficient guide to

following the motto “Memento audere ...”

exchange of intellectual challenges. It is our

sportsmen, collectors, hunters and dealers.

(Remember to dare ...).

hope and our intention for this outlook to

In fact, the choices available range from

Paying attention to each and every new

continue and develop, in the interests of

target shooting to the different hunting

request from customers means being

those who work at Benelli and of the

specialities and from the refined tastes of

willing to provide answers that have not yet

Customers who reap satisfaction and

the collector to the essential qualities

been designed or tested.

enjoyment from the company’s work.

In the last few years, Benelli has become

USA, official supplier of the United States

implements a philosophy based on top quality

one of the most important brands of the

Government, Meccanica del Sarca, Sako,

and innovation and this is pursued, with growing

holding company Beretta, which as well as

prestigious Finnish rifle manufacturer, Franchi,

success, by all of the companies within the

the oldest and most complete weapons

Uberti, producer of period arms, Beretta-Benelli

group itself. These companies continue to

factory in the world - Pietro Beretta of

Iberica, Montefeltro, specialists in

progress rapidly, thanks also to organisational

Gardone Val Trompia – is also at the head

hunting-tourism, Vursan and Stoeger the

and technical exchanges among the various

of other prestigious makes such as Beretta

publishers. The management of the group

divisions in different countries.

The Beretta Group

crafted arms and military equipment with

museums or private collections today.

excellent ballistic qualities. As far back as

It is therefore no great surprise that Benelli

The Benelli Armi factory is situated at the

the 17th century, the pistols and guns

Armi is situated in an area where for centuries

foot of Urbino, a city in the Marches region

produced in this region were characterised

weapons were designed, created and

of Italy, which as well as its historical past,

by their exquisitely crafted decorative

decorated with original construction features

has a glorious tradition in the production

elements; rare examples of these weapons

and refined styling.

of weapons and precision mechanisms.

with their unmistakable style - known as

The history of Benelli Armi began in 1967,

Urbino, which was declared a UNESCO

“alla Marchigiana” - can still be found in

when the company was officially

HISTORY AND ART

incorporated. From the beginning of the

World Heritage Site in 1998, is one of Italy’s

twentieth century and until this time, the

most important Renaissance cities and is
famous not only as the birthplace of Raphael

Piero Della Francesca
Portrait of Federico da Montefeltro

Benelli family group had been working in the

and for the Dukes of Montefeltro, but also

motorcycle industry, creating products that

because of the production of engraving and

were famous and successful on racetracks

magnificent majolica that flourished in the

engineers, found a lively and stimulating

all over the world. However, this vocation

area. The court of Federico da Montefeltro,

culture interwoven with craftsmanship

for fine mechanics was not limited to the

skilled condottiero, enlightened politician

techniques and refined elegance in Urbino

motor industry; it also grew to encompass

and great patron of the arts, was a gathering

and the Montefeltro area.

the Benelli brothers’ other great love: hunting.

point for the most illustrious artists and

It was this combination of mechanics,

In 1920, Giovanni Benelli personally built a

figures of the period, and some of their works

science and art that led to the birth and

double-barrelled hammer shotgun with

are still to be found in the splendid setting

development of a notable production of

Greener top extension, round cross-pin,

of the Ducal Palace. Painters, sculptors,

machines for producing clocks, compasses

one-piece shells and barrels made from

engravers and men of letters, as well as

and mathematical instruments, which was

Krupp steel.

architects, mathematicians and military

soon joined by the production of skilfully
Urbino
View of the Turrets of the Ducal Palace

Twenty years later, the same Giovanni was

faith in a design that then turned out to be

of the company, firearms dealers were

the first person in Italy to make a shotgun

a great success, forming a new company

presented with Benelli’s new semiautomatic

in light alloy with a Browning long-recoil

and founding the factory in Urbino.

shotguns for hunting. The feature that caught

action, but also with a modified and improved

The Benellis’ important experience in the

the interest of hunters, who were used to

mechanism, which was covered by patents.

fields of “fine” mechanics and business

purchasing the more established brands of

Therefore, the decision to enter the field of

management was naturally and profitably

shotgun, was the new, technically

weapon manufacture was by no means a

transferred to their new field of activity.

revolutionary design of the gun. At a time

casual choice; it was a project that had been

In 1969, just two years from the founding

when it seemed that nothing new could be

dear to the family’s hearts for some time and

done with semiautomatic shotguns, Benelli

which took shape to open up encouraging

had created something that was truly

new prospects.

different, versatile in concept and competitive

Raffaello - Self Portrait

in performance.

The occasion to launch the family in the
world of arms production arrived in the mid1960s when Bruno Civolani, an ingenious

semiautomatic, smooth-barrelled shotgun

mechanic from Bologna, submitted to their

with a highly original kinematic mechanism.

attention a design for a 12 gauge,

The Benelli family immediately placed their

"Marchigiano"- style flintlock and plate XIII cen. (Marzoli Collection - Brescia)

Raffaello
St. George and the Dragon

BENELLI TODAY

Thanks to constant and controlled use of

characteristics of a successful product.

Once the design has been finalised, further

technology, Benelli is capable of sustaining

Once the performance and characteristics

study is necessary to determine materials

industrial production, to exceptionally high

required of a new Benelli shotgun have been

definitively and to establish the various

standards, of firearms that combine superb

defined, the project moves to the Design

production processes involved; once these

practical features with excellent ballistic

division, where drawing boards have now

have been established, production can begin.

performance.

been replaced by CAD workstations.

This does not just consist of creating the

The company’s models are particularly

The drawings are then transformed into

finished product, but it also covers tests and

several prototypes, which are subjected to

inspections of materials delivered to the

- which has nothing of the coldness of totally

various tests; but long before the gun fires

factory and tests performed during the

mechanised objects - and they possess the

its first shot, the design will have already

different manufacturing stages. Assembly,

successful in terms of their appearance

State-of-the-art Technology

very functional and styling details that make

in the conception of a product.

gone through a series of theoretical tests,

matriculation, firing test and packing are the

a good gun into a great gun.

This stage, which is carried out by the

which are conducted by means of FEM

final stages of every gun’s itinerary within

Market demand research is the first step

Marketing division, is used to identify the

(finished element management) analysis

the factory.

Benelli System Design

winning qualities.
Careful attention to demand and customer
requirements is in fact the starting point of
a process which, through design, production,
testing, assistance and various other stages,
concludes with products that have been
devised and created to satisfy a host of
requirements. In the world of Benelli, every
huntsman, sportsman and collector can find
a tailor-made answer to his requirements
that is the result of cutting-edge research,
rigorous design and meticulous testing.
Benelli is present in more than forty countries in the five continents

Benelli firearms have obtained ISO 9001

an indisputable sign of product excellence

certification: a fact which bears witness to

and recognition that only very few companies

the high quality standards achieved by the

in the industry have been able to obtain.

company, from the earliest design stages

Benelli is present in more than forty countries

right through to after-sales assistance.

throughout the world and can boast a wide

They also have AQAP certification (in

range of products based around different

conformity with NATO standards),

models, but this is just one of the company’s

BENELLI SYSTEM
INNOVATION …
Benelli's patented Inertial System
is renowned throughout the world for its
precision mechanism, absolute safety,
maximum resistance and total reliability.
The ingeniousness of the Benelli System
lies in the simplicity of its operation:
the kinetic energy from the shot causes
the weapon to move back and in this slight
movement, to compress the bolt spring and
release the locking head. The brevity and
composed nature of these movements
mean that it is possible to fire five shots
in less than one second: a feature that is
unique to Benelli.
Rigorous design and essential construction
guarantee constant functioning without
blocking and mean that the shotgun requires
only quick and simple maintenance.
The variable geometry trigger release unit
- another Benelli patent - guarantees a clean,
reduced weight and totally controlled trigger
release.

t echnolo g y a n d st yl e

DEN E B

CIGNUS, the Swan Constellation

TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE

TECHNOLOGY
AND STYLE
This part of the Benelli Universe
is represented by Cignus, the Swan
Constellation, a symbol of style and elegance,
and includes the models Raffaello,
Raffaello Elegant, Raffaello Black Eagle,
Raffaello Special Lusso and Raffaello Crio.
These shotguns have been created for the
demanding, self-assured hunter who
requires state-of-the-art technology without
foregoing refined style.
By creating a range of elegantly designed,
perfectly operating shotguns, Benelli has
achieved a total balance of beauty and
mechanical precision.
The two separate parts of the receiver and
cover are characteristic features that make
these models unmistakable. The geometric
locking of the special rotating bolt head and
the new, Benelli patent Cut-off system are
guarantees of safe operation.
Beautifully ingenious weapons, without
compromise.

t echnolo g y a n d st yl e

TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE

RAFFAELLO CRIO
Crio is Benelli. No other semiautomatic
shotgun better represents the innovative
spirit of Benelli. This shotgun is the result
of cutting-edge technological research,
the use of carbon fibre and the ingenious
application of cryogenic treatment, which
until now, was the prerogative of the
aerospace industry.
Crio is also the fruit of carefully studied
design and ergonomics, a fact which can
Raffaello Crio

be seen in the superb styling of the receiver
and the slim line of the trigger.
The end result is a shotgun that lives up
to its promise: quick firing and swing, larger,
denser and more even pattern and less
barrel wear, for guaranteed successful
shooting.

For features and technical data see p. 18-19

t echnolo g y a n d st yl e

TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE

RAFFAELLO
A new style defines the form of the receiver
and trigger to highlight the refined linear
nature and beauty of these models.
The wide range of interchangeable barrels
Raffaello

available means an extensive and articulated
choice that can satisfy any hunting
requirement.

RAFFAELLO
ELEGANT
The photoengraving that distinguishes the
Elegant model is accurately and carefully
finished by hand. The richly floral motif
follows the line of the receiver to emphasise
Raffaello Elegant

its form and curves with a skilful balance of
black and white tones. The woods, which
are carefully selected according to the best
Benelli traditions, are worked by the hands
of master craftsmen to highlight the grain.

For features and technical data see p. 20-21

technol o g y a n d st yl e

TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE

RAFFAELLO
SPECIAL LUSSO
This shotgun is dedicated to those who look
for attention to detail and who love the
luminosity of engravings and the prize
qualities of fine-grained woods. The receiver
in special Ergal high-resistance aluminium
Raffaello Special Lusso

allo, and the steel cover mean that weight
is limited while at the same time,
guaranteeing the maximum resistance.

RAFFAELLO
BLACK EAGLE
The combination of the dark matt receiver
- with its unmistakably classic and essential
design - and the polished finish of the
wooden parts creates the subtle contrast
of light and shade that is the distinctive
Raffaello Black Eagle

feature of the Black Eagle. Versatility, reliability
and hardwearing characteristics mean that
year after year, this shotgun remains one of
a kind.

For features and technical data see p. 20-21

te chnolo g y a n d s ty le
Technical Data

12 Ga. SHOTGUN
Fine checkered stock and fore-end,
Deluxe category walnut with matt finish.
White nickel-plated receiver with satin finish
Internal choke
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
Inner section of the Criobarrel with Criochoke
26"/28" Cryogenic barrel, Hunting rib;
fluorescent front sight and steel
intermediate sight
CHOKE

(1)

RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

3000

For more details and optional about barrels,
chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
Close-up of the carbon fibre ribs

Carbon fibre ribs (optional). From top: Hunting rib, Hunting rib with ramp and Shooting rib

1 Cylindrical. Possibility to use internal
CRIOCHOKE chokes:
- supplied CYL (0-1 tenth) and M (4-6 tenths)
- optional FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-9 tenths) and
IC (2-3 tenths)
These shotguns have transversal safety complete
with a red signal to advise that they are ready to
fire. They are available with special 3-rounds plug
or 2-rounds plug on request.

Criochokes

TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE

Recoil pad shims (optional)

Extendible stock with optional shims

Close-up of the receiver and trigger group

Cryogenic Hardening
Cryogenic treatment is a sub-freezing process that affects

The core of the Criobarrel is more resistant

complementary piece for the cryogenic barrel,

the distance between the atoms in the chemical structure

to friction, resulting in less wear.

guaranteeing denser and more uniform pattern as well

of a metal. This achieves an extraordinary combination

The fact that the barrel heats up less as shots are

as a tried and tested increase in the actual working range

of surface hardness, elasticity and resilience.

repeated, means that pattern centre movement is

of the shot.

The effects of cryogenic hardening are increased stability

reduced.

and reduced internal tension and friction coefficient.

The lower degree of shot friction inside the barrel notably

The temperature to which the barrel is exposed for 24

reduces deformation to give more uniform pattern.

hours is far below 0° Celsius and this provides a host

The barrel's useful life is increased by high-level resistance

of different results. Barrel vibration and expansion during

to erosion and corrosion.

shooting are more uniform.

The Criochokes are an indispensable

t echnol o g y a n d s ty le
Technical Data

RAFFAELLO
RAFFAELLO ELEGANT
RAFFAELLO SPECIAL LUSSO

RAFFAELLO
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with matt finish.
Black anodised receiver with satin finish
RAFFAELLO ELEGANT

12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
Deluxe category walnut with matt finish.
Black anodised receiver with satin finish and fine photoengraving
RAFFAELLO SPECIAL LUSSO
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end, Superior category
walnut with matt finish. White nickel-plated receiver
with satin finish and fine photoengraving

VERSION

fixed
choke

internal
choke

external
choke

magnum

Benelli System: rotating bolt head
slug

70 CHAMBER
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
21"/24" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
75 cm barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
Aluminium receiver and steel cover

61 cm barrel, external choke,
ventilated rib; fluorescent sight
NOTE:
50 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight, scope mount
55/61 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight with adjustable rear sight
CHOKE

1

2

3

FULL
(9-10 tenths)

CYL

3150

3150

3150

3300

3150

URTAL STIFF RECOIL PAD
DUAL VENTILATION
RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE

1 Fixed choke:
- IM (7-8 tenths), M (4-6 tenths) or IC (2-3 tenths) with 65 cm
barrel
- FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths) or M (4-6 tenths) with
70 cm barrel
2 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
IM (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths) and
IM (7-8 tenths), which extend the barrel by 5 cm
3 Cylindrical. Possibility to use external chokes:
- supplied FULL (9-10 tenths) and optional IM (7-8 tenths)
length 120.5 mm - total barrel length 71 cm
- optional M (4-6 tenths) and IC (2-3 tenths) length 70.5 mm
- total barrel length 66 cm
These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a red
signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds
plug on request.

Benelli patent variable geometry trigger release unit

Technical Data

RAFFAELLO BLACK EAGLE
12 Ga. SHOTGUN

Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with gloss finish.
Black anodised receiver with satin finish

VERSION

fixed
choke

internal
choke

external
choke

magnum

slug

70 CHAMBER
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
Close-up of the receiver

21"/24" barrel, ventilated rib,
fluorescent sight
26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib,
fluorescent sight
75 cm barrel, ventilated rib,
fluorescent sight
61 cm barrel, external choke,
ventilated rib, fluorescent sight
50 cm Slug barrel; fixed metal sight,
scope mount
55/61cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight with adjustable rear sight
CHOKE

1

2

3

FULL
(9-10 tenths)

CYL

3250

3250

3250

3400

3250

DUAL VENTILATION
RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
1 Fixed choke:
- IM (7-8 tenths), M (4-6 tenths) or IC (2-3 tenths)
with 65 cm barrel
- FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths) or M (4-6 tenths)
with 70 cm barrel
2 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths),
IM (7-8 tenths), IM (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths)
and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which extend the barrel by 5 cm

3 Cylindrical. Possibility to use external chokes:
- supplied FULL (9-10 tenths) and optional IM (7-8 tenths)
length 120.5 mm - total barrel length 71 cm
- optional M (4-6 tenths) and IC (2-3 tenths) length 70.5 mm
- total barrel length 66 cm
These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a red
signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds
plug on request.

Dual ventilation recoil pad
with honeycomb finish

Black Eagle Shield

c ollecto r s , t e c h no lo gy

GEMMA

The CORONA BOREALIS Constellation

COLLECTORS , TECHNOLOGY

COLLECTORS'
TECHNOLOGY
The Corona Borealis Constellation, the very
image of regal distinction, introduces the
most prestigious and exclusive models in
the Benelli Universe.
The Executive semiautomatic shotguns
are aimed at those who hunt with energy
and passion, at those who wish to leave
their mark and who want a "designer"
shotgun that is unmistakably unique.
These weapons have sophisticated and
harmonious designs, excellent mechanical
perfection and embody the very spirit
of a sport that is practised with creativity
and feeling. The receiver is in stainless steel
and the wood used for the stock is prize
walnut. Executive shotguns are prestigious
weapons, made using carefully selected
materials and finished with the traditional
care that is dedicated to objects of beauty.

c ollecto r s , t e c h no lo gy

COLLECTORS , TECHNOLOGY

EXECUTIVE Engraving 3
The gilded finish that covers the animal
figures - a hound chasing a hare - makes
this a most refined engraving.
The wooden parts are finished with oil and
wax to bring out the very best in the quality
Executive Engraving 3

of the cut, the nuances of colour and the
beauty of the grain.

EXECUTIVE Engraving 2
The scene engraved on the right-hand side
is both vivid and realistic, freezing onto the
receiver the flight of two partridges flushed
out by a setter. The recoil pad is in rosewood
Executive Engraving 2

- one of the hardest and most resistant and perfectly finishes the stock, as does
the elegant applied plug on the grip.

For features and technical data see p. 28-29

collecto r s , t e c hn ol og y

COLLECTORS , TECHNOLOGY

EXECUTIVE Engraving 1
The receiver is elegantly and skilfully
decorated with refined animal motifs that
are the work of master craftsmen.
The delicately supple movement of the
ducks in flight on the right-hand side of
Executive Engraving 1

the receiver is perfectly complemented by
the warm tones of carefully selected and
crafted walnut.

EXECUTIVE Base
A clean and essential model where the sober
styling emphasises the clean forms and
elegant combination of white satin-finish
receiver and dark polished cover.
Executive Base

The stainless steel receiver can also be
engraved and thus offers those who wish
to leave an unmistakable mark on their
weapon the exclusive opportunity to "sign"
it and to make it unique.

For features and technical data see p. 28-29

collecto r s , t e c hn ol og y
Technical Data

EXECUTIVE Base
Fine checkered stock and fore-end,
Extraluxe category walnut with matt finish, rosewood recoil pad.
Stainless steel receiver

EXECUTIVE Engraving 1
Fine checkered stock and fore-end, Extraluxe category walnut with matt
finish, rosewood recoil pad. Stainless steel receiver with hand engravings:
ducks on the right-hand side, pointer and woodcocks on the left

12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

EXECUTIVE Engraving 2
Fine checkered stock and fore-end, Extraluxe category walnut with matt
finish, rosewood recoil pad. Stainless steel receiver with hand engravings:
setter and partridges on the right-hand side, woodcocks on the left

Elegant, top-quality packaging

EXECUTIVE Engraving 3
Fine checkered stock and fore-end, Extraluxe category walnut with matt
finish, rosewood recoil pad. Stainless steel receiver with gilded hand
engravings: hare and hound on the right-hand side, pheasants on the left

VERSION

fixed
choke

internal
choke

external
choke

magnum

slug

70 CHAMBER
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
21"/24" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight

Stock with rosewood recoil pad
NOTE:

75 cm barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
61 cm barrel, external choke,
ventilated rib, fluorescent sight
50 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight, scope mount
55/61 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight with adjustable rear sight
CHOKE
WEIGHT (g)

1

2

3

FULL
(9-10 tenths)

CYL

3500

3500

3500

3650

3300

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

COLLECTORS , TECHNOLOGY

1 Fixed choke:
- IM (7-8 tenths), M (4-6 tenths) or IC (2-3 tenths) with 65 cm
barrel
- FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths) or M (4-6 tenths) with
70 cm barrel
2 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
IM (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths) and
IM (7-8 tenths), which extend the barrel by 5 cm
3 Cylindrical. Possibility to use external chokes:
- supplied FULL (9-10 tenths) and optional IM (7-8 tenths)
length 120.5 mm - total barrel length 71 cm
- optional M (4-6 tenths) and IC (2-3 tenths) length 70.5 mm
- total barrel length 66 cm
These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a red
signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds
plug on request.

Engravings carried out by skilled, expert hands

EXECUTIVE Engraving 3

The landscape that forms the background to the peaceful
and solitary gathering of pheasants is rich
with magnificently drawn details

EXECUTIVE Engraving 2

The peaceful flight of a pair of woodcocks is enclosed
in floral arabesques that terminate in a feline head

EXECUTIVE Engraving 1

The engraving on the left-hand side of the receiver shows
a hunting scene, where a pointer is setting
a pair of woodcocks

cutting*e d g e t e c h no lo gy

ALTAI R

AQUILA, the Eagle Constellation

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
Represented by Aquila, the Eagle
Constellation, the very image of majestic
dominion over endless horizons, the
Centro and Super Black Eagle shotguns
are the emblem of Benelli's cutting-edge
technology.
These futuristic weapons have no equal;
their top-level performances have set new
limits in the field of semiautomatic shotguns
and they are aimed at those who are
looking for the very latest technology and
state-of-the-art materials in order to attain
competition supremacy and to win the
challenge of excellence.
The extraordinary range of cartridges that
can be used with the Centro, and the host
of different Super Black Eagle models
make these the ideal shotguns for the
eclectic hunter who loves new products
and who aspires to technological
perfection.

cutting*e d g e t e c h no lo gy

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

CENTRO
Extreme versatility is the special quality of
this record-beating semiautomatic, which
is accurately calibrated for stability and easy
handling. It is the first shotgun to be able
to shoot a wide range of cartridges:
Centro

from 24 to 56 grams of lead.
It is also the first shotgun to use a carbon
fibre rib, which is non-deformable by the heat
of the barrel, thanks to its elasticity and
resistance.

CENTRO SUPER SPORT
The Super Sport model has a stock with a
special device to adjust comb and heel drop
according to the specific requirements of the
user, thereby allowing the gun to be
Centro Super Sport

customised and to achieve excellent ballistic
performance.

For features and technical data see p. 40-41

cutting*e d g e t e c h no lo gy

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

SUPER BLACK EAGLE
Proving itself yet again to be a specialist
in innovation, Benelli has created Super
Black Eagle, the first semiautomatic in the
world to fire Super Magnum 89 mm
Super Black Eagle - Rilsan

cartridges without any prior adjustment.
The exclusive enbloc body, comprised
of cover and barrel, guarantees
high-precision firing since, at the moment
in which the shot is fired, the barrel, cover
and bolt remain coaxial to prevent tension
and loss of balance. The Super Black
Eagle is ideal for all types of hunting and
for target shooting. It is shown here in the
versions with elegantly finished wooden
stock and with the Rilsan resin stock,
which is reinforced with glass fibre;
an aggressive model that is suitable

Super Black Eagle - Wood

for wetter and harsher climates.

For features and technical data see p. 42-43

cutting*e d g e t e c h no lo gy

SUPER BLACK EAGLE
CAMO

Super Black Eagle - Left-hand

A new camouflage design covers this version
of Benelli's best-selling semiautomatic in
America. It has been devised for extensive
hunting use in wide, uncontaminated spaces
where man is not a foreign element, blending
in with his natural surroundings to become
an essential part of them.

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

SUPER BLACK EAGLE
LEFT-HAND
In this left-handed model, the cartridge case
is ejected to the left and does not impede
either field of vision or concentration. The
special deviation of the stock allows a perfect
Super Black Eagle - Camo

left-hand firing position. The dual ventilation
recoil pad absorbs and limits recoil, thanks
to the characteristic honeycomb finish.

For features and technical data see p. 42-43

cutting*e d g e t e c h no lo gy

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

SUPER BLACK EAGLE
RIFLED
Available in the wooden stock and fore-end
or Rilsan models, this version of the Super
Black Eagle has a rifled slug barrel that is
specifically for shot shooting or boar hunting.
The rifling inside the barrel is formed by 8
Super Black Eagle Rifled - Rilsan

dextrorse lines with a gauge of 711 mm
and gives the shot cartridge a rotational
movement that makes each shot stable and
precise. Obtainable performance levels are
increased by the milled receiver with
attachment for scope mount base, rear sight
with windage and elevation adjustment,
and the larger safety button that ensures
a rapid and easy trigger release, even when
wearing gloves.

Super Black Eagle Rifled - Wood

For features and technical data see p. 42-43

cutting*e d g e t e c h no lo gy
Technical Data

CENTRO
CENTRO SUPER SPORT

12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Fine-checkered stock
and fore-end,
Deluxe category woods
with matt finish.
Black anodised receiver

MODEL

CENTRO

CENTRO
SUPER
SPORT

internal
choke

internal
choke

1

1

3000

3100

VERSION

Simple and rapid rib changing

76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
26"/28" barrel, Hunting rib;
fluorescent front sight
and steel intermediate sight
26"/28" barrel, Shooting rib;
fluorescent front sight
and steel intermediate sight
CHOKE
RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)
For more details and optional about barrels,
chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

Carbon fibre ribs (optional). From above: Hunting rib, Hunting rib with ramp and Shooting rib

NOTE:
1 Cylindrical. Possibility to use internal chokes:
- supplied M (4-6 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- optional FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths)
and IC (2-3 tenths)
These shotguns have transversal safety complete
with a red signal to advise that they are ready to
fire. They are available with special 3-rounds plug
or 2-rounds plug on request.

Functional,
high-tech performance.
Benelli patent processes eliminate the need
for soldering: the barrel, free from the rib
binding, absorbs thermal and mechanical
stresses to allow greater firing precision
and stability

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Carbon fibre shield

The Centro Super Sport stock,
which can be extended with shims (optional)

24 g
Centro Super Sport: sight line

The stock of the Centro Super Sport is equipped
with a special device for upwards and sideways adjustment

56 g
Centro uses all cartridges, from 24 to 56 g,
without the need for prior adjustment

c utting*e d g e t e c hn ol og y
Technical Data

SUPER BLACK EAGLE WOOD
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with matt finish.
Black anodised receiver
SUPER BLACK EAGLE RILSAN
12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
Rilsan synthetic fibre.
Black anodised receiver
SUPER BLACK EAGLE CAMO
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end, Rilsan synthetic fibre.
Black anodised receiver.
Special camouflage treatment

VERSION
MODEL

SLUG RIFLED

INTERNAL CHOKE
Synthetic

Wood

Camo

Super Black Eagle Rifled: milled receiver with holes for scope mount base

Left-hand

Wood

Synthetic

Extra-long (9 rounds + 1)

89 SUPER MAGNUM CHAMBER
long (7 rounds + 1)
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
24" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight

short (1-2 rounds)

26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
61 cm rifled Slug barrel;
metal sight fixed to the muzzle
and adjustable rear sight
CHOKE

Extra-long, long and short magazine extension
1

1

1

1

CYL

CYL

3300

3300

3.300

3300

3600

3600

Larger safety button

DUAL VENTILATION RUBBER
RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
1 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
M (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which extend the barrel by 5 cm

These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a
red signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds
plug on request.
The enbloc body, comprised of cover and barrel, guarantees high-precision, stable firing

CUTTING*EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Close-up of the receiver
and trigger group assembly

Super Black Eagle Rifled offers the possibility to change
the rifled barrel with a smooth one, also changing the wood
or Rilsan fore-end.

t echnolo g y a n d tr ad it io n

BETELGEUSE

RIGEL

The ORION Constellation

TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITION

TECHNOLOGY
AND TRADITION
The Constellation of Orion - the mythological
character who in the ancient times was
the very personification of hunting – is linked
to Benelli's more traditional models:
Super 90, Super 90 Duca di Montefeltro,
Super 90 Attacco Collimatore (scope
mount base), Super 90 Extra-light and
the two models Super 90 Left-hand and
Left-hand “E”.
These models are especially for hunting
use and are sought by hunters who require
versatile and highly functional shotguns
for a host of different hunting uses.
They represent an evolution in Benelli's first
products and contain the most advanced
solutions of the company's R&D division.

t echnolo g y a n d tr ad it io n

TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITION

SUPER 90 and
DUCA di MONTEFELTRO
Thanks to its ingenious simplicity and ease
of maintenance, the Super 90 can be
considered to be the father of all of the
current semiautomatic shotguns made
by Benelli. It is ideal for both hunting and
Super 90

sporting uses, as well as being hardwearing,
solid and totally reliable. The superior quality
finishes and details include waterproof,
non-slip checkering and a gilded trigger.
The sleek and ergonomic design gives this
shotgun a balanced and comfortable firing
position. The engraved Duca di Montefeltro
model, which is named after the great
condottiero and man of arms from Urbino,
is brightened by a clear and essential motif
that emphasises the linear and natural
qualities of the design.

S u p e r 9 0 D u c a d i M o n t e f e lt r o

For features and technical data see p. 52-53

technol o g y a n d tr ad it io n

TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITION

SUPER 90
ATTACCO COLLIMATORE
(with scope mount base)
The characteristic feature of this model is
the milled receiver that can be used to mount
a scope base for total precision firing.
Like all Super 90 shotguns, this model has
interchangeable barrels for even more
Super 90 Attacco Collimatore

versatility.

SUPER 90
EXTRA-LIGHT
Limited weight and rational mechanisms
have been combined thanks to the precise
equilibrium that makes this shotgun so
stable, light, easy to handle and quick to
aim. Its excellent balance makes it perfect
Super 90 Extra-light

for hunting and target shooting activities.

For features and technical data see p. 52-53

t e chnol o g y a n d tr ad it io n
SUPER 90 LEFT-HAND and
SUPER 90 LEFT-HAND “E”
Benelli has always been attentive to all
hunters' needs: it is the first and only firearms
company in Europe to have manufactured
a shotgun with characteristics developed

S u p e r 9 0 L e f t- h a n d

for left-handed shooters. This shotgun,
which is available in black or engraved
models, ejects the cartridge case to the left
and the bolt handle and safety button are
also on the left, with obvious benefits to the
hunter in terms of concentration, visibility
and freedom of movement. The stock, which
is in walnut with a matt finish, has a left
deviation for a more comfortable and natural
firing position. Resistance, reliability,
practicality and attention to detail make

S u p e r 9 0 L e f t- h a n d “ E ”

these models perfect for hunting and target
shooting uses.

TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITION

For features and technical data see p. 52-53

technol o g y a n d t ra dition
Technical Data

12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Super 90 e Super 90 Att. Coll.

Extra-light

Fine checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with matt varnished
finish. Black anodised receiver with
satin finish.

Fine checkered stock
and fore-end, selected
walnut with matt
varnished finish.
Black anodised
receiver with
satin-finish.

Duca di Montefeltro
Fine checkered stock and fore-end,
Deluxe category walnut with matt
varnished finish.
Photoengraved receiver.

VERSION

fixed
choke

internal external Magnum
choke choke

Slug

fixed
choke

internal external
choke choke

Super 90 Attacco Collimatore: milled receiver for scope mount attachment

70 CHAMBER
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
21"/24" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
75 cm barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
61 cm barrel, external choke,
ventilated rib; fluorescent sight
Optional stock with dual ventilation
recoil pad with honeycomb finish

50 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight, scope mount
55/61 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight with adjustable rear sight
CHOKE

NOTE:
1

2

3

FULL
(9-10
tenths)

3150

3150

3150

3300

CYL

1

2

3

2950

2950

2950

2950

URTAL STIFF RECOIL PAD
DUAL VENTILATION
RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a red signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds plug on request.

TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITION

1 Fixed choke:
- IM (7-8 tenths), M (4-6 tenths) or IC (2-3 tenths) with 65 cm
barrel
- FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths) or M (4-6 tenths) with
70 cm barrel
2 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
IM (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which extend the barrel by 5 cm
3 Cylindrical. Possibility to use external chokes:
- supplied FULL (9-10 tenths) and optional IM (7-8 tenths)
length 120.5 mm - total barrel length 71 cm
- optional M (4-6 tenths) and IC (2-3 tenths) length 70.5 mm
- total barrel length 66 cm
Extra-light Shield

Technical Data

Super 90 Mancino (left-hand)
Fine checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with matt varnished finish.
Black anodised receiver with satin-finish.
12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Super 90 Mancino “E” (left-hand)
Fine checkered stock and fore-end,
Deluxe category walnut with matt varnished finish.
Photoengraved receiver.

VERSION

strozzatura
fissa

varichoke
interno

varichoke
esterno

slug

70 CHAMBER
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
61 cm barrel, external choke,
ventilated rib; fluorescent sight

Photoengraved receiver showing figures of ducks

55/61cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight with adjustable rear sight
CHOKE

1

2

3

CYL

3150

3150

3150

3150

URTAL RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
1 Fixed choke:
- M (4-6 tenths) with 65 cm barrel
- IM (7-8 tenths) with 70 cm barrel
2 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
M (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optiona)l FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which lengthen the barrel by 5 cm

3 Cylindrical. Possibility to use external chokes:
- supplied FULL (9-10 tenths) and IC (7-8 tenths)
- length 120.5 - total barrel length 71 cm
- optional M (4-6 tenths) and IC (2-3 tenths)
- length 70.5 - total barrel length 66 cm
These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a
red signal to advise that they are ready to fire. They are
available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds plug on
request.
Ejection of the cartridge case to the left means no interference to the concentration or visual field of the shooter
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MARKAB

The PEGASUS Constellation

20*GAUGE TECHNOLOGY

20-GAUGE
TECHNOLOGY
The Constellation of Pegasus – the winged
horse that suggests lightness and strength represents the 20-gauge shotguns of the
Benelli Universe:
Montefeltro 20, Montefeltro 20 “E”
and Raffaello 20 Special.
Weapons that are dedicated to hunters
and sportsmen who love to compete against
themselves and to challenge their own
abilities.
Light, fast, practical and efficient,
the 20-gauge shotguns are designed around
receivers that have been specially sized
to reduce weight and volume. They are
excellent for both hunting and sporting uses.
These shotguns bring together the
characteristic precision of the inertial recoil
system, the reliability of the variable geometry
trigger release unit and the safety of the
Cut-off system: all Benelli patents and
a guarantee of quality.

20 * gauge t e c h n o l og y

20*GAUGE TECHNOLOGY

MONTEFELTRO 20
and MONTEFELTRO 20 “E”
Presented here in the totally black version
with the receiver anodised in a galvanic
bath, and in the photoengraved version,
with its refined and elegantly linear motif.
Both models stand out for their reliability,
M o n t e f e lt r o 2 0

lightness and ballistic performance.
The wooden parts, in carefully selected
walnut, have matt finishes and waterproof,
non-slip checkering.
The receiver, with its sleek and elegant
design, is in special high-resistance Ergal
aluminium alloy and allows weight to be
limited while guaranteeing fast and dextrous
instinctive aim.

M o n t e f e lt r o 2 0 “ E ”

For features and technical data see p. 60-61

20 * gauge t e c h n o lo gy

20*GAUGE TECHNOLOGY

RAFFAELLO 20 SPECIAL
The 20-gauge exalts the exclusive design
and refined nature that are so typical of the
Raffaello models. The sheer elegance of this
shotgun is the result of different elements:
it is born from attention to ergonomics and
balance, as well as from the exclusive union
of the receiver and cover in high-resistance
Ergal aluminium, a combination that is the
ideal mix of lightness and strength.
The stock is made in fine walnut, in line with
the high standards of Benelli.
Raffaello 20 Special

For features and technical data see p. 60-61

20 * gauge t e c h n o lo gy
Technical Data

MONTEFELTRO 20
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with matt finish.
Black anodised receiver
MONTEFELTRO 20 “E”
20 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
Deluxe category walnut with matt finish.
Photoengraved receiver.
RAFFAELLO 20 SPECIAL
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
Deluxe category walnut with matt finish.
White nickel-plated receiver.

VERSION

fixed
choke

internal
choke

M
(4-6 tenths)

1

Receiver and cover in Ergal

70 CHAMBER
76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
24"/26" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
65 cm barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
CHOKE

Close-up of the receiver with photoengraved woodcocks

RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

2700

2700

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
1 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
M (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which increase the barrel by 5 cm
These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a
red signal to advise that they are ready to fire. They are
available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds plug on
request.

20*GAUGE TECHNOLOGY

Raffaello 20 Special: close-up of the receiver and trigger group

technology and practicality

TH U B A N

ETAMI N

DRAGO, the Dragon Constellation

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

TECHNOLOGY AND
PRACTICALITY
Extremely fluid operation, simple
maintenance and high levels of resistance
and efficiency in all situations are the
fundamental features of the shotguns
grouped together under Drago, the fiery
Constellation of the Dragon, symbol of
invulnerability. The M1 Super 90 and M3
Super 90 models are the answer to the
necessity of concreteness, essentiality
and solidity of the hunter with a taste for
action and risk, who leaves nothing to
chance and who knows that he can rely
on the technology at his disposal.
Both models are renowned and sought
after for their perfect construction qualities and
reliable mechanisms: the rotating bolt-head
with inertial release, variable geometry
trigger release unit and Cut-off system
which also serves to indicate that the
hammer is cocked.

technology and practicality

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

M1 SUPER 90
Aggressive, powerful, versatile, high-tech.
and totally reliable in all conditions, this
shotgun can be used by the police, for
self-defence, hunting or target shooting.
M1 Super 90 Internal choke

Exceptional firing stability and the use of
materials that do not alter over time - such
as Rilsan Technopolymer for the stock and
recoil pad - make this shotgun particularly
suited for hunting waterfowl and for use
in rougher conditions. The new camouflage
version has a high-definition finish that has
been devised to create a camouflage effect
in natural surroundings. The barrels, which
can be used with internal chokes, can also
be fitted with internal-external chokes that
extend the barrel to increase its range.
The safety button has been increased

M1 Super 90 Internal choke - Camo

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

in size.

technology and practicality
M1 SUPER 90
LEFT-HAND
This model for left-handed shooters is
available in the totally black and Camo
versions, with larger safety button, variable
drop stock and the possibility to increase

M1 Super 90 Left-hand

the magazine tube capacity with special
extensions.
The disconnector and transversal safety
lock the shotgun to make it completely safe.
The Benelli patent variable geometry trigger
release unit guarantees a clean, soft and
controlled trigger release action for rapid,
efficient shots that fire exactly when required.

M1 Super 90 Left-hand - Camo

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

technology and practicality

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

M1 SUPER 90 SLUG
The versatile combination of accessories
forms the basis of this model, which has
a stock with side sling attachment, long
magazine tube and Slug barrel with
M1 Super 90 Slug

cylindrical choke and rear sight with windage
adjustment.

M1 SUPER 90 RIFLED
The stock and fore-end in specially selected
walnut customise this version of the M1
with rifled barrel, specifically for firing shot.
This shotgun has an agile aim and precision
M1 Super 90 Rifled

firing, which are guaranteed by the rear sight
with windage and elevation adjustment as
well as by the milled receiver that can be
fitted with a scope mounting base.

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

technology and practicality

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

M1 SUPER 90 TACTICAL
A specific defence shotgun that features
the Ghost Ring sight system - rear sight
with windage and elevation adjustment and
adjustable sight – plus a receiver with holes
for the rail, a stock with side attachment for
M 1 S u p e r 9 0 Ta c t i c a l

the sling plate and a magazine capacity of
up to 7 cartridges, plus one in the barrel.

M1 SUPER 90 PRACTICAL
Dedicated to dynamic target shooting
enthusiasts who wish to get the best results
in terms of precision and firing speed. It is
supplied with Ghost Ring sight, universal
scope mount, high-capacity magazine (9+1
M1 Super 90 Practical

rounds standard), barrel stabilised with
porter-holes and it can be supplied with
accessories (optional).

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

technology and practicality

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

M3 SUPER 90
M3 is a revelation from Benelli's cuttingedge technology that stands out for its
exclusive mechanism: a combination of
inertial and pump-action systems. Devised
for military and defence uses, the M3 is also
M3 Super 90 Internal choke

suitable for hunting and practical shooting.
It will operate with a host of cartridges,
thanks to the dual function that is selected
by a simple control lever. In both systems
the bolt remains open at the last shot in
order to indicate that the weapon is not
loaded. Both the internal choke model with
ventilated rib and the Slug model with
adjustable sight have barrels in alloy steel
with blued exterior and chrome-plated
interior.

M3 Super 90 Slug

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

technology and practicality

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

M3 SUPER 90 KROMO
Totally impossible to corrode, M3 Kromo is
a strong and hardwearing shotgun with
great potential. Its dynamic and original
design is combined with surface treatments
that make it resistant to the harshest climates
M3 Super 90 Kromo

as well as suitable for marine use.

M3 SUPER 90 TACTICAL
A specific defence shotgun that has the
unbeatable advantage of a pump action
that can be selected quickly and instinctively.
It is equipped with the Ghost Ring sight
M 3 S u p e r 9 0 Ta c t i c a l

system with adjustable front and rear sights,
and also has a receiver with holes for the
rail, a stock with side attachment for a sling
plate and increased magazine capacity.

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

technology and practicality

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

M3T SUPER 90
FOLDING STOCK
The distinctive features of this model - which
is known as a common shotgun - are its
compactness and easy use and
maintenance. The decidedly square and
military design gives it the fierce appearance
of an assault weapon. Thanks to the folding
stock that hooks firmly to the rear sight, the
shotgun is easily transported. It measures
103.5 cm with the stock open and 78 cm
when it is closed. The receiver, which is in
special Ergal aluminium alloy, has a minimum
strength of 54 kg/mm2 and protects the
internal mechanism, even in the harshest
weather conditions, to guarantee operating
M3T Super 90 Folding Stock

For features and technical data see p. 78-79

safety in every situation.

technology and practicality
Technical Data

M1 Super 90
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
synthetic Rilsan fibre.
Black anodised receiver.
M1 Super 90 Camo
12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
synthetic Rilsan fibre.
Black anodised receiver. Special camouflage treatment
M1 Super 90 Wood
M1 Tactical: windage and elevation
adjustment Ghost Sight with Rail (optional)

Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
selected walnut with matt varnished finish.
Black anodised receiver.
VERSION

int. cho. int. cho.
Camo

L-hand
int.cho.

L-hand
int.cho.
Camo

Slug

Rifled
Wood

Tactical Practical

76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
21"/24" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
47/50 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight and rear sight
with windage adjustment
61 cm rifled Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight and rear sight
with windage and elevation adjustment
M1 Practical: fast loader kit (optional)

47 cm barrel without rib;
Ghost Ring front and rear sights

M1 Practical: windage
and elevation adjustment Ghost Sight with Rail

47/50 cm barrel;
Ghost Ring front and rear sights
NOTE:
65 cm barrel, without rib;
Ghost Ring front and rear sights
CHOKE

1

1

1

1

CYL

CYL

2

2

STOCK WITH FIXED DROP
AND RUBBER RECOIL PAD
STOCK WITH ADJUSTABLE DROP
AND DUAL VENTILATION RUBBER
RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

3300

3300

3300

3300

3200

3400

3100

3400

1 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
M (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which lengthen the barrel by 5 cm
2 Cylindrical.
Possible to use internal chokes with internal choke barrel:
- supplied FULL (9-10 tenths), M (4-6 tenths) and IC (2-3 tenths)
- optional IM (7-8 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a
red signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds
plug on request.
M1 Practical: muzzle brake and adaptor choke (optional)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICALITY

Technical Data

M3 Super 90
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
synthetic Rilsan fibre.
Black anodised receiver
12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

M3 Super 90 Kromo
Fine-checkered stock and fore-end,
synthetic Rilsan fibre.
Nickel-plated receiver

VERSION

int. cho.

Slug

Slug
Kromo

Tactical

Folding
Stock

M3 Tactical: windage
and elevation adjustment Ghost Ring sight with Rail (optional)

76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
26" barrel, ventilated rib;
fluorescent sight
50 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight and rear sight
with windage adjustment
50 cm Kromo Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight and rear sight
with windage adjustment
50 cm barrel;
Ghost Ring front and rear sights
50 cm Slug barrel;
rear sight with elevation adjustment
and sight with windage adjustment
CHOKE

1

CYL

CYL

CYL

CYL

3600

3330

3330

3470

3550

M3T Folding Stock: the stock folds
and hooks on to the rear sight for easy transport

STANDARD FIXED DROP STOCK
WITH RUBBER RECOIL PAD
FOLDING HOOK-ON STOCK
WEIGHT (g)

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
1 Cylindrical. Possible to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths), IM (7-8 tenths),
M (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths) and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional) FULL (9-10 tenths)
and IM (7-8 tenths), which lengthen the barrel by 5 cm

These shotguns have transversal safety complete with a
red signal to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special 3-rounds plug or 2-rounds
plug on request.
Interchangeable stocks. From the left: fixed drop, variable drop and Pistol Grip

…THE INNOVATION CONTINUES
Benelli's technological innovation, which
began with the inertial recoil system, has
not stopped there. On the strength of its
technological know-how, studies,
cutting-edge research and state-of-the-art
research equipment, Benelli has turned its
attention to other types of weapons with
different operating mechanisms and each
time, it has been able to open new pathways.
This is how the Benelli patent pump-action
system and auto-regulating gas operation
(A.R.G.O.) system, Benelli patents, were
born, as were the competition pistols.
Benelli has reinvented traditional operation
with its own patented systems, proving itself
once again to be a leader in terms of
innovation, as well as constantly oriented
towards reliability, perfect operation,
resistance, versatility, safety and practicality.

d efence t e c h n o l og y

ALFA SCUTI

SCUTUM, the Shield Constellation

DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY

DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY
Scutum, the Constellation of the Shield,
an image of defence and protection,
introduces M4 Super 90, the shotgun
that has been designed and developed
for military and defence purposes.
Used by the US Army after repeated
resistance tests, M4 Super 90 is the first
semiautomatic from Benelli to have a gas
operation mechanism (A.R.G.O. patent).
Reworking the traditional mechanism,
Benelli has created an innovative, autoregulating gas operation and self-cleaning
system with rotating locking bolt head. A
characteristic feature is the lack of arming
rods and the set back position of the gas
operation unit, which allows the thrust of
the gases released at the moment of firing
to be used to the full.

defence t e c h n o l og y

DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY

M4 SUPER 90
Impossible to corrode and totally reliable in
all environmental conditions, M4 Super 90
does not require any particular maintenance.
All external surfaces are protected from
M 4 S u p e r 9 0 - Te l e s c o p i c s t o c k

wear by an antireflection MILSPEC finish.
The barrel is chrome-plated inside and
coated in phosphate on the outside.
The Ghost Ring steel sight system has an
adjustable diopter for drift and elevation
angles. The simple and essential assembly
makes this shotgun easy to disassemble in
just a few seconds and without the need
for tools. The ability to change the Telescopic
stock with a Hunting stock, as shown on
this page, or with the Pistol Grip (optional),
makes this a versatile weapon with a host
of uses.

M4 Super 90 - Hunting stock

For features and technical data see p. 86-87

defence t e c h n o l og y
Technical Data

M4 Super 90 Telescopic type
Aluminium alloy telescopic stock,
with sling attachment and Pistol Grip.
Anti-reflection, matt black anodised receiver
12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

M4 Super 90 Hunting type
Synthetic Rilsan fibre stock and fore-end.
Anti-reflection, matt black anodised receiver

TYPE
VERSION

Telescopic

Hunting

internal
choke

internal
choke

Rail for scope assembly

76 MAGNUM CHAMBER
NOTE:

18,5" barrel without rib;
Ghost Ring rear and front sight
CHOKE

1

1

TOTAL LENGTH (mm)

1010

1010

TOTAL LENGTH WITH STOCK
RETRACTED (mm)

889

WEIGHT (g)

3800

3700

1 Cylindrical.
Possibility to use internal chokes:
- supplied M (4-6 tenths)
- optional FULL (9-10 tenths),
IM (7-8 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths)
and CYL (0-1 tenth)
These shotguns have transversal
safety complete with a red signal
to advise that they are ready to fire.
They are available with special
3-rounds plug or 2-rounds plug on
request.
Close-up of the Ghost Ring

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

Pistol grip stock (optional)

Ambidextrous reversible safety button

DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY

Ghost Sight: rear sight with windage
and elevation adjustment and front sight with windage adjustment

In 1998, the US Army Armaments Research,
Development, and Engineering Center issued
a request for a new combat shotgun.
Benelli’s response was the M4 Super 90, a
semiautomatic shotgun with the Benelli patent ARGO
(auto regulating gas operated) system, with which it
won the order. The M4 Super 90 was able to fully
satisfy and even exceed all of the stringent operational
and performance requirements. As far as regards
ballistic precision, the solicitation requested that, at
a distance of 40 metres, at least five of the nine 00
buck shots contained in a 12-gauge cartridge would

hit a silhouette in 50% of firing: M4 Super 90 achieved
6 shots on target in 100% of firing. The weapon
disassembly time required in the solicitation was 60
seconds: the M4 Super 90 can be disassembled in
just 45. Cleaning and lubrication operations take just
10 minutes instead of the 20 minutes requested and
this operation must be carried out every 500 shots.
Lastly, the solicitation required problem-free
performance for 10,000 shots: M4 Super 90 reached
25,000 shots without the need to replace any parts
of the weapon, proving itself to be totally reliable
in every situation.

Tactical Light (optional)

Tactical Light (optional)

pump acti o n t e c h no lo gy
menkent

hadar
TOLI MAN

The CENTAURUS Constellation

PUMP ACTION TECHNOLOGY

PUMP ACTION
TECHNOLOGY
The imposing Centaurus Constellation,
the image of power and dominion, presents
Nova, the first 12-gauge pump action
shotgun with an 89 mm Super Magnum
chamber and Technopolymer structure.
Nova has been created to satisfy the
demand for versatile and resistant weapons
from tougher hunters who need reliable,
multipurpose, safe and indestructible
shotguns. It is designed for hunting, sports
and defence use and works perfectly with
the whole range of 12-Gauge cartridges.
The small number of component parts make
this weapon easy to disassemble as well
as quick and easy to maintain.

p ump act i o n t e c h no lo gy

PUMP ACTION TECHNOLOGY

NOVA
In both versions - totally black and Camo Nova is a practical and sturdy shotgun that
has been carefully designed and developed
to guarantee marksmen a comfortable and
rapid firing position.
Nova Internal choke

The receiver and stock are comprised of a
single element in Technopolymer to
guarantee resistance to both high and low
temperatures. The variable direction grip
and fore-end that slides freely on the receiver
give this shotgun fluid movement and
maximum firing speed. The high rubber
recoil pad has been designed to limit and
soften recoil.

Nova Internal choke - Camo

For features and technical data see p. 94-95

p ump act i o n t e c h no lo gy

PUMP ACTION TECHNOLOGY

NOVA SLUG
Version with Slug barrel for shot firing.
The magazine cap, with its highly ergonomic
design for easy grip when tightening,
transforms into the only tool required
to disassemble the shotgun, while the
Nova Slug

Mag-stop button under the fore-end allows
the cartridge to be removed from the
chamber while leaving the cartridges in the
magazine in place.

NOVA TACTICAL
The Tactical model is supplied as standard
with Ghost Ring front and rear sights and
the rail scope mounting base.
The fore-end slides freely on the receiver
to give this shotgun fluid movement and
N o v a Ta c t i c a l

For features and technical data see p. 94-95

maximum firing speed.

p ump act i o n t e c h no lo gy
Technical Data

NOVA
Receiver, stock and fore-end in synthetic fibre.
Variable direction grip
12 Ga. SHOTGUNS

NOVA Camo
Receiver, stock and fore-end in synthetic fibre.
Grip ad orientamento variabile.
Speciale trattamento camouflage

VERSION

int. cho.

int. cho.
Camo

Slug

Tactical
Nova Tactical: Ghost Ring rear sight
with windage and elevation adjustment and rail

89 SUPER MAGNUM CHAMBER
24"/26"/28" barrel, ventilated rib,
fluorescent sight
47/50/61 cm Slug barrel;
fixed metal sight and rear sight
with windage adjustment
47 cm barrel;
Ghost Ring front and rear sights
CHOKE

1

1

CYL

CYL

3450

3450

3150

3200

RUBBER RECOIL PAD
WEIGHT (g)

Close-up of the magazine cap

Mag-stop button

Magazine extension (optional)

Nova Tactical: close-up of the rail

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

NOTE:
1 Cylindrical. Possibility to use:
- internal chokes (supplied) FULL (9-10 tenths),
IM (7-8 tenths), M (4-6 tenths), IC (2-3 tenths)
and CYL (0-1 tenth)
- internal-external chokes (optional)
FULL (9-10 tenths) and IM (7-8 tenths),
which extend the barrel by 5 cm
These shotguns have transversal safety complete
with a red signal to advise that they are ready to
fire. They are available with special 3-rounds plug
or 2-rounds plug on request.

PUMP ACTION TECHNOLOGY

Close-up of the receiver and trigger group

Rubber recoil pad

Mercury anti-recoil accessory (optional)

technol o g y a n d ac cu ra cy

ZUBENESCHAMALI

ZUB E N E L G E N U B I

The LIBRA Constellation

TECHNOLOGY AND ACCURACY

TECHNOLOGY
AND ACCURACY
The Libra Constellation, the scales that
symbolise measured precision and
equilibrium, introduce the Argo rifle, a totally
new product from Benelli.
The A.R.G.O. auto-regulating gas operated
mechanism is situated close to the chamber
in order to use the warmer gases that have
higher pressure and leave lower quantities
of deposits.
The rotating bolt head has three sturdy lugs
that work together at the same time to
ensure a greater effective locking surface.
The barrel is able to move freely and
therefore, to guarantee a precision which is
similar to that of bolt-action models.

t echnol o g y a n d a cc ur ac y

TECHNOLOGY AND ACCURACY

ARGO
and ARGO SPECIAL RIFLE
Beautiful and just plain perfect.
The Argo rifle, shown here in both versions
- with black anodised receiver and with
nickel-plated receiver - can boast
record-breaking qualities. The cryogenically
Argo

treated barrel is free from welds, more resistant
to friction and there are fewer deposits. The
toughened steel cover, which has holes for
attaching a scope mount base, is firmly
connected to the barrel to guarantee
extremely precise shots. The fore-end is
bound to the receiver and does not interfere
with the vibrating movement of the barrel
when the shot is fired. The plate kit to adjust
stock deviation and drops, together with the
interchangeable sights - rib or rear sight make this a versatile and customised weapon.

Argo Special

For features and technical data see p. 100-101

t echnol o g y a n d a cc ur ac y
Technical Data

CARABINA ARGO
e CARABINA ARGO Special

ARGO

ARGO Special

RIFLE

Fine-checkered stock and
fore-end, selected fine-grained
walnut with matt finish.
Black anodised receiver

Fine-checkered stock and
fore-end, selected fine-grained
walnut with matt finish.
White nickel-plated receiver

CALIBRE

30-06
Springfield

300 Winchester
Magnum

30-06
Springfield

51 cm barrel;
rib and adjustable front sight
51 cm barrel;
rear sight and adjustable front sight

Stable precision firing is guaranteed by the enbloc cover and the free
movement of the barrel

MONTECARLO-TYPE WALNUT STOCK
HOGSBACK WALNUT STOCK
RUBBER RECOIL PAD
PRISMATIC REMOVABLE MAGAZINE
ROTATING FIXED MAGAZINE
WEIGHT (g)

3250

3250

3250

For more details and optional about barrels, chokes and drop measure see p. 108-111

Interchangeable rib

Adjustable rear sight

Drop adjustment kit

Adjustable sight

This rifle has silenced, transversal, ambidextrous
and reversible safety complete with a red signal
to advise that it is ready to fire.
It is supplied with a 2-rounds prismatic loader.

The drop and stock deviation adjustment kit
means that this weapon can be customised
to suit all requirements

TECHNOLOGY AND ACCURACY

The fore-end is bound to the receiver and does not interfere with the vibrating movement of the barrel

The gas operation unit is set back to use
warmer gases at higher pressure

The bolt head has three sturdy lugs that work
together at the same time

Prismatic 2- or 4-rounds loader

Fixed 2 rounds loader

Innovative and ergonomic design

c ompetit i o n t e c h no lo gy

SCHEDAR

The CASSIOPEIA Constellation

COMPETITION TECHNOLOGY

COMPETITION
TECHNOLOGY
The Cassiopeia Constellation includes
MP 90 S World Cup and MP 95 E,
the semiautomatic competition pistols
manufactured by Benelli. These pistols are
the result of continuous collaboration with
top-level marksmen and both stand out for
their firing precision, ergonomic design and
comfortable use. Exceptional technical
innovations mean that by means of the grip,
trigger mechanism and sight systems, these
firearms can be adapted and customised
to meet the most exacting demands of the
professional marksman. The trigger
mechanism and action locking system are
formed by a limited number of parts to
guarantee that assembly and maintenance
operations will be both fast and simple.

c ompetit i o n t e c h no lo gy
MP 90 S WORLD CUP
22-Cal Long Rifle
PS (Pistola Standard) specialityversion
with an anatomical grip that can be customised
and a bolt that can be removed without
the use of tools. The distance between the
barrel axis and the forearm reaction line is
extremely limited, resulting in a perfect firing position
MP 90 S WORLD CUP
32-Cal. Wad Cutter

and limited uplift when the trigger is pulled.

MP 90 S WORLD CUP
32-Cal. Wad Cutter
PGC (Pistola Grosso Calibro) speciality version.
This pistol has been devised to guarantee
perfect and constant operation. The sight
line is extremely close to the barrel axis,
a geometrical set-up which means that gun
movement caused by wrist torsion is kept to a
minimum, allowing better control of the pistol
and making follow-on shooting much easier.

COMPETITION TECHNOLOGY

MP 90 S WORLD CUP
22-Cal. Long Rifle

Technical Data

MP 90 S World Cup

MP 90 S World Cup

CALIBRE

22 Long
Rifle

32 Wad
Cutter

VERSION

Blued

Blued

Square section sight:
fixed sight and rear sight with windage
and elevation adjustment
BARREL RIFLING RIGHT-HAND
PITCH 450 mm

8
grooves

6
grooves

TRIGGER PULL - FACTORY SET (g)

1050

1360

HEIGHT (mm)

132

132

WIDTH (mm)

43

43

WEIGHT (g)

1100

1180

40 gr.

3,7 mm.

25 gr.

4 mm.

Rear sight and counterweights (optional)

22-calibre 9-shot loader (optional)

NOTE:
INERTIAL BLOWBACK LOCKING SYSTEM
FULLY-ADJUSTABLE, SINGLE-ACTION TRIGGER RELEASE
LENGTH OF SIGHT LINE FROM REAR SIGHT TO FRONT SIGHT: 218 mm
BARREL LENGTH: 110 mm
LOADER: 6-SHOT (Cal.22), 5-SHOT (Cal.32)

Close-up of the grip

Case with combination lock

c ompetit i o n t e c h no lo gy
MP 95 E 32-Cal.
Wad Cutter (Kromo model)
The chrome-barrelled model is available
chambered in the 32 W. C. and 22 L.R.
Calibres. The trigger mechanism is single
action with release spring load adjustment.
This pistol can be equipped with a host of
optional features to adapt and customise it
MP 95 E
22-Cal. Long Rifle

to the requirements of the individual
marksman.

MP 95 E 22-Cal.
Long Rifle (Blued model)
Available chambered in the 32 W. C. and
22 L. R. Calibres. This is a highly precise
and stable weapon with which it is possible
to obtain consistently tight patterns,
satisfying the requirements of even the
most demanding marksmen. The bolt
assembly features a particularly large
ejection aperture to increase the reliability
of the weapon.

COMPETITION TECHNOLOGY

MP 95 E
32-Cal. Wad Cutter

Technical Data

M P95 E

MP 95 E

CALIBRE

22 Long
Rifle

32 Wad
Cutter

22 Long
Rifle

32 Wad
Cutter

VERSION

Blued

Blued

Kromo

Kromo

Square section sight:
fixed sight and rear sight with windage
and elevation adjustment
BARREL RIFLING RIGHT-HAND
PITCH 450 mm

8
grooves

6
grooves

8
grooves

6
grooves

TRIGGER PULL - FACTORY SET (g)

1050

1360

1050

1360

HEIGHT (mm)

132

132

132

132

WIDTH (mm)

43

43

43

43

WEIGHT (g)

1100

1180

1100

1180

40 gr.

3,7 mm.

25 gr.

4 mm.

Rear sight and counterweights (optional)

Standard case

Grip (optional)

NILL-GRIFFE Deluxe Grip (optional)

NOTE:
INERTIAL BLOWBACK LOCKING SYSTEM
FULLY-ADJUSTABLE, SINGLE-ACTION TRIGGER RELEASE
LENGTH OF SIGHT LINE FROM REAR SIGHT TO FRONT SIGHT: 218 mm
BARREL LENGTH: 110 mm
LOADER: 6-SHOT (Cal.22), 5-SHOT (Cal.32)

22-calibre 9-shot loader (optional)

New adjustable trigger mechanism

b arrels a n d a c c e ss or ie s
RAFFAELLO, SUPER 90 and EXECUTIVE

SUPER 90 LEFT-HANDER

Fixed choke - without rib - 65 cm IM/M/IC; 70 cm FULL/IM/M. 70 chamber

Fixed choke - ventilated rib - 65 cm M; 70 cm IM. 70 chamber

Fixed choke - ventilated rib
65 cm IM/M/IC; 70 cm FULL/IM/M. 70 chamber - 75 cm FULL 76 Magnum chamber

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 21"/24"/26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

External choke - ventilated rib - 61 cm CYL. 70 chamber

External choke - ventilated rib - 61 cm CYL. 70 chamber

Slug - adjustable rear sight - 55/61 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Slug - mount scope - 50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

SUPER BLACK EAGLE

Slug - adjustable rear sight - 55/61 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 24"/26"/28" CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

Rifled Slug - 61 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

RAFFAELLO CRIO - Cryogenic Barrels
Internal choke - ventilated carbon fibre rib
26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Camo internal choke - ventilated rib
24"/26"/28" CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

Left-handed Internal choke - ventilated rib
26"/28" CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

BARRELS AND ACCESSORIES

M1 SUPER 90

M3 SUPER 90

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 21"/24"/26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 26" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Slug - 47/50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Internal choke - mount scope - without rib - 18,5" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Rifled Slug - 61 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Slug - mount scope - 50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Camo internal choke - ventilated rib - 21"/24"/26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Kromo Slug - adjustable rear sight - 50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Left-handed internal choke - ventilated rib - 26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Tactical Ghost Ring sight - 50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Left-handed Camo internal choke - ventilated rib - 26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Folding Stock Slug - 50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Practical internal choke Ghost Ring sight - without rib - 26" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Slug - adjustable rear sight - 50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Tactical Ghost Ring sight - 47/50 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

M4 SUPER 90

Tactical internal choke Ghost Ring sight - without rib - 18,5" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Internal choke Ghost Ring sight - without rib - 18,5" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

b arrels a n d a c c e ss or ie s
RAFFELLO 20 SPECIAL, MONTEFELTRO 20, MONTEFELTRO 20 “E”

NOVA

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 24"/26"/28" CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

Fixed choke - ventilated rib - 65 cm M. 70 chamber

Slug - 47/50/61 cm CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

Internal choke - ventilated rib - 26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

Rifled Slug - 61 cm CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

ARGO RIFLE - Cryogenic Barrels

Camo internal choke - ventilated rib - 24"/26"/28" CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

30.06 Springfield with rib - 51 cm

Tactical Ghost Ring sight - 47 cm CYL. 89 Super Magnum chamber

30.06 Springfield with rear sight - 51 cm

300 Winchester Magnum with rib - 51 cm

300 Winchester Magnum with rear sight - 51 cm

CENTRO

Internal choke - ventilated carbon fibre rib - 26"/28" CYL. 76 Magnum chamber

BARRELS AND ACCESSORIES

DROP MEASURES
Model

DROP
AT COMB

DROP
AT HEEL

(mm)

(mm)

55 adjustable
to 50, 60 or 64

Raffaello Crio

36,5

Raffaello / Raffaello Elegant
Raffaello Black Eagle / Raffaello Special Lusso

38,5

55 adjustable to 50, 60
and, optional, 64

Executive Base / Executive Eng. 1
Executive Eng. 2 / Executive Eng. 3

38,5

55 adjustable to 50,
60 and, optional, 64

Centro

36,5

55
adjustable to 50 or 60

adjustable
from 40 to 26

adjustable
from 58 to 45

42 / 46

60 adjustable to
55 or 64 / 65*

38,5

55 adjustable to 50, 60
and, optional, 64

Montefeltro 20 / Montefeltro 20 “E”
Raffaello 20 Special

36

55 adjustable to 50, 60
and, optional, 64

M1 Internal choke

40

58,5 adjustable to
63,5 and 53,5

M1 Super 90 Slug

38

63,5

M1 Super 90 Rifled

46

64*

M1 Super 90 Practical

52

70* adjustable
to 65 and 75

M1 Super 90 Tactical

51

74*

M3 / M3 Slug / M3 Kromo

38

63,5

M3 Tactical

51

74*

-

68

42,5 / 51

68* / 74*

Nova / Nova Slug

40

62

Nova Tactical

53

75*

Argo rifle

40

55* adjustable to
45, 50 and 60

Centro Super Sport
S.B.E. Internal choke / S.B.E. Rifled
Super 90 / Duca di Montefeltro / Att. Coll.
Extra-light / Mancino / Mancino “E”

M3T Folding Stock
M4 Super 90 Telescopic type
M4 Super 90 Hunting type

* The values were measured with rear sight positioned at mid adjustment field.

12-Ga. drop adjustment kit

12-Ga. internal choke

20-Ga. drop adjustment kit

12-Ga. internal-external choke

CRIO drop adjustment kit

12-Ga. external choke

CENTRO drop adjustment kit

20-Ga. internal choke

ARGO drop adjustment kit

20-Ga. internal-external choke

CRIO internal choke

Benelli oil full protection

A. D. - Studio Stefano Pieri Graphic Design
Photo - Paolo Mazzanti
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MODEL

...THE INNOVATION CONTINUES
Pag

Semiautomatic
INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY
shotguns with smooth barrel

12-Ga.
TECHNOLOGY and STYLE

20-Ga.

Semiautomatic
INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY
shotguns with rifled barrel

12-Ga.

Semiautomatic INERTIAL
TECHNOLOGY shotguns
that convert to PUMP ACTION

MODEL

Pag

12-Ga.

PUMP-ACTION
shotguns

12-Ga.

Semiautomatic
A.R.G.O. SYSTEM
shotguns

12-Ga.

Semiautomatic
A.R.G.O. SYSTEM
rifles

Semiautomatic
PISTOLS

30.06 Spr-G/300 W.Mag-G 22-Ga. L.R. 32-Ga. W.C.

DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY
Raffaello Crio
Raffaello
Raffaello Elegant
Raffaello Special Lusso
Raffaello Black Eagle

13
15
15
17
17

PUMP ACTION TECHNOLOGY

Executive Engraving 3
Executive Engraving 2
Executive Engraving 1
Executive Base

25
25
27
27

TECHNOLOGY and ACCURACY

Centro
Centro Super Sport
Super Black Eagle Rilsan
Super Black Eagle Wood
Super Black Eagle Camo
Super Black Eagle Left-hander
Super Black Eagle Rifled Rilsan
Super Black Eagle Rifled Wood

33
33
35
35
37
37
39
39

Super 90
Super 90 Duca di Montefeltro
Super 90 Attacco Collimatore
Super 90 Extra-light
Super 90 Left-hander
Super 90 Left-hander “E”

47
47
49
49
51
51

COLLECTORS' TECHNOLOGY

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

M4 Super 90

85

Nova Rilsan
Nova Camo
Nova Slug
Nova Tactical

91
91
93
93

Argo Rifle
Argo Special Rifle

99
99

COMPETITION TECHNOLOGY
Pistol - MP 90 S World Cup
Pistol - MP 95 E

105
107

Raffaello Crio
Centro Super Sport
M1 Super 90 Practical

TECHNOLOGY and TRADITION

20-GAUGE TECHNOLOGY
Montefeltro
Montefeltro 20 “E”
Raffaello 20 Special

57
57
59

M1 Super 90 Rilsan
M1 Super 90 Camo
M1 Super 90 Left-hander
M1 Super 90 Left-hander Camo
M1 Super 90 Slug Rilsan
M1 Super 90 Rifled Wood
M1 Super 90 Tactical
M1 Super 90 Practical
M3 Super 90
M3 Super 90 Slug
M3 Super 90 Kromo
M3 Super 90 Tactical
M3 Super 90 Folding Stock

65
65
67
67
69
69
71
71
73
73
75
75
77

TECHNOLOGY and PRACTICALITY

GENERAL PRODUCTS INDEX

13
33
71

12-Ga.
12-Ga.
12-Ga.

Competition semiautomatic INERTIAL
TECHNOLOGY shotguns with smooth barrel

Horizontally the models are divided

To every different requirements has been

Yet again, Benelli has proved itself to be a

according to operating mechanism, barrel

linked a Constellation that identify and

specialist in innovation and has devised this

type and gauge.

characterize the various models. In the

made-to-measure catalogue.

Vertically the models are divided combining

Universe of the Benelli range, the weapon

Always one step ahead.

Technology - Benelli's leitmotiv - with the

that best meets your own requirements is

precise requirements of the hunter. In this

now within arm's reach. This catalogue is

way, those who prefer practicality or who

also an irreplaceable guide for dealers and

are looking for stylish weapons, can find

can satisfy the need for means to provide

The illustrations, descriptions and colours in this catalogue

their shotgun immediately.

professional offers to customers.

are purely indicative.
As part of its policy of constant product improvement, Benelli
reserves the right to make any constructions or commercial
change considered necessary, with no prior warning.
All colours have been reproduced with the accuracy permitted
by printing processes.
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